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Title: New Kansas Roots for Students: building cultural competency
through the Nicodemus Project [garnered 2013 CECD Engagement
Award]
Abstract: 270 words

How do we measure successful learning outcomes associated with
diversity-focused student experiences? Does the Bennett Model help us
describe the transformation outcome for students? Can faculty measure
diversity outcomes based upon what the students’ experience during
community engagement projects; what the community members’
experience; or what the quality of delivery the client-community receives?
In assessing diversity outcomes, wouldn’t the professor’s quality control be
a factor to ensure community goals are answered? For instance, crafting
the syllabus, problem statement, and matching student ability to tasks for
iterative community feedback influence learning outcomes. There is a fine
line between students achieving community satisfaction and their being
transformed in the process. Both outcomes can represent success. And in
that space, known as process, there is the potential for “excellence”. What
ultimately matters is what the students gained from the experience. Did any
transformation occur within? Do students recognize themselves also as
change agents or transformers of any thought, process, or person during
the design process?
We explored the answer to some of these questions through the Parks for
the People Student Competition, focusing the K-State team on the
sustainability of Nicodemus, Kansas. Bennett’s model of intercultural
sensitivity theorizes five steps of growth, from denial of differences to
integration of and respect for differences (1993). Students’ direct
engagement with residents and descendants of Nicodemus, as well as
secondary source research on the history of this all-black agrarian
community in Kansas, allowed each student to confront and reconcile
preconceptions about Nicodemus. [Videotape of students’ acceptance,
adaptation, and integration provided along with comments made by two
students and Nicodemus resident engaged in the planning design process]
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BENNETT MODEL OF CULTURAL COMPETENCY
DENIAL

ACCEPTANCE

DEFENSE

ADAPTATION

MINIMIZATION

INTEGRATION

Cultural Competence is the process by which people learn to value
And respond respectfully to people of all cultures.
STAGES OF CULTURAL COMPETENCE
DENIAL: Unaware of the existence of cultural differences.

ACCEPTANCE: Recognize and value cultural differences without
judging them as positive or negative.

DEFENSE: Acknowledge cultural differences but feel threatened by
them. Methods used to defend against uncomfortable feelings are:
Denigration
Superiority
Reversal

ADAPTATION: Adapt cognitively and behaviorally to cultural
differences; Operate successfully within another culture.

MINIMIZATION: Minimize cultural differences in order to protect one’s
own cultural identity.

INTEGRATION: Interact comfortably with a variety of cultures;
Integration of cultural awareness into everyday interactions.
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